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News from the EFBWW
European trade unions hand

European companies and for

EFBWW and industriAll Europe

over a petition for more

companies making use of company

deeply concerned about opinion

democracy at work

mobility instruments. More info.

CJEU advocate general on

The EFBWW, together with the

posted workers case

ETUC and other European trade

The EFBWW and industriAll Europe

union federations, sent a letter to

are deeply concerned about the

Nicolas Schmit, the European

opinion delivered by the European

Commissioner for Jobs and Social

Court of Justice (CJEU) advocate

Rights, presenting the petition:

general in Case C-784/19 involving a

More Democracy at Work is a Must!

C2050 Alliance conference on

The petition calls upon the

the role of construction in

based in Bulgaria and posting

European institutions to start

national recovery plans

workers to Germany. The advocate

strengthening the flawed and

In December 2020, the Construction

general suggests: “unless the

limited European legal framework

2050 Alliance held a high-level

existence of fraud or abuse is

on democracy at work and on

discussion on the role that

established, it is not necessary that a

restructuring. It calls for a revision

construction should play in the post-

substantial part of its employee

of the EWC Directive and for a new

COVID-19 recovery, more

placement activity is performed for

horizontal framework on

specifically, its weight in future

hirer undertakings established in the

information, consultation and board

decisions on European funding in

same Member State.”

level participation of workers for

response to the pandemic. The
conference brought together
representatives from the European
Commission, the European
Parliament and national
governments. The Alliance’s key
message is that the built
environment must be a key priority
in all national Recovery plans and in
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temporary employment agency

EFBWW and industriAll Europe warn
that if this opinion is upheld, it will
provide an important incentive to
set up letterbox companies, acting
as temporary work agencies and
posting cheap labour to other
Member States. EFBWW and
industriAll Europe defend an
improved European system of crossborder social security with better
information, monitoring and
enforcement tools to provide better
social protection and fight crossborder social fraud. More info.
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Open Expert Meeting on OSH

Coordination Group on OSH,

Though the EU may have a wide

together with ETUC, EESC Workers

programme on public health and a

Group, EFFAT and ETUI, dedicated

Beating Cancer Plan, occupational

its annual open expert meeting to

diseases and occupational cancer

the following topics:

still do not receive the needed

 the EFBWW Asbestos campaign,

attention. Therefore the EFBWW

with a focus on the EP legislative
initiative report;
 skin cancer as the

most prevalent
occupational disease
worldwide, discussing
the demand to get all
types of occupational
skin cancer covered by
the European list of
Occupational diseases;
 turning the

European list of

Financing and EU legislation are
Renovate Europe’s top priorities
The Renovate Europe Partners met
in December to discuss the 2021
work plan. Two priorities were
identified: financing for energy
renovation and the revision of the
Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive (EPBD) and the Energy
Efficiency Directive (EED). The
EFBWW is an active partner of
Renovate Europe and follows
closely activities related to energy
efficiency and the Renovation
Wave. More info

occupational diseases
from a
Recommendation into
a Directive.

Projects
EFBWW-SYNDEX seminar on

Diligence”. Whether the new

means for us. During the seminar,

Due Diligence in multinational

instrument will help union and

experts from SYNDEX presented

companies – threat or leverage

worker representatives to monitor

four case studies on existing

for trade unions?

and enforce workers’ rights

practices in MNCs. Discussions

throughout the supply chain, or

targeted strategies for EWCs,

whether it will just help

cooperation with BWI to set up

managements with their window

global framework agreements, and

dressing, depends on the outcome

supporting the ETUC in their lobby

of the political struggle. This was the

campaign toward the EU institutions

right time for the EFBWW, its

for a due diligence directive which

affiliates, and members of European

really protects workers’ rights. A

Works Councils (EWCs) to discuss

first position paper adopted by the

with experts from SYNDEX, BWI and

EFBWW Executive Committee can

the ETUC about what due diligence

be found here.

France has it, Germany wants it, and
the EU will take it up in 2021: Legal
rules for multinational companies
(MNCs) to identify, prevent,
mitigate, and account for violations
of human rights or for
environmental damage in their
supply chains. Next year, the
European Commission will present a
new EU directive on “Due
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European Core Qualifications at

based on quality criteria and is

for coordinated improvement of

Liaison Forum meeting

therefore under the level of

the quality of the respective

The EU initiatives in the field of

harmonisation or a legal mutual

curricula of professions.

vocational training are countless.

recognition, but does open the door

Besides the more abstract tools such
as the European Qualification
Framework, there are programmes,
projects and legislative initiatives as
the one on mutual recognition of
qualifications. In this respect, the
EFBWW presented the concept of
European Core Qualifications at the
last meeting of the Liaison Forum
(Gathering provided by the
European Commission for all
sectorial Social Dialogues). The
concept targets minimum standards
of education for single professions

News from our affiliates
Finland

negotiations of the collective agree-

transport lines and expand water

ments for the construction sector,

infrastructure. This would give the

Rakennusliitto will focus on

which are valid until February 2022.

sector and its workers the im-

combating cross border wage
dumping
The Finnish trade union, Rakennusliitto, foresees less work for
builders in Finland in 2021, as about

portance they deserve.

Spain
CCOO will fight for health and

Sweden

safety measures

EC minimum wage proposal at
the center of Byggnads’ atten-

20% less building permits have been

In 2021, CCOO Construcción y Ser-

issued. The union will focus on pro-

vicios will continue to put health

tion

moting new legislation to tackle

and safety first. They will fight for

Byggnads will pay special attention

cross border wage dumping and will

safe workplaces during the COVID-

to the legislation from the Europe-

fight for the criminalisation of un-

19 crisis and reduce accident rates,

an Commission regarding minimum

derpayment of wages. Legislative

which are still unacceptable both in

wages. The trade union considers

work will be done on health and

construction and in some subsectors

that preserving the Swedish model

safety. Another priority will be the

such as road maintenance. On the

of wage setting through collective

development of a career service and

other hand, the trade union consid-

bargaining agreements is of utmost

the strengthening of labour market

ers it imperative to obtain a budget

importance. Secondly, Byggnads

education. By the end of 2021, Ra-

allocation for major projects, in-

wants to start a political debate re-

kennusliitto will start to prepare the

crease investment in housing reha-

garding the pensions system, similar

bilitation, provide means to improve
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to what happened in Denmark. The

GS will also prepare its union/

give a 50% support for house reno-

union considers that Sweden is in

political manifesto to face Sweden’s

vation for families with children.

dire need of a new pension system

2022 national elections. For that, it

However, the challenges, which

that benefits the blue-collar work-

will engage in discussions with

already existed prior to the crisis,

ers. Another political issue is the

members and presumptive mem-

persist i.e. a lack of skilled workers,

fierce debate regarding a political

bers to discuss policies that influ-

negative effect of grey economy

threat to redo the Employment Pro-

ence their daily work through the

and the ageing membership. “We

tection Act, which Byggnads is very

labour laws.

need to strengthen our organising

much in the center of. The trade

capacities, to strengthen our agree-

union will also monitor the effect of

ments and to prepare for the grow-

the new CBA on workplace safety.

ing number of foreign workers”,
warns ÉFÉDOSZSZ President Gyula
Pallagi.

Belgium
FGTB on the barricades for the
right to strike
On International Human Rights Day,
FGTB organised demonstrations all
over Belgium against the Belgian
courts’ decision which condemned
17 FGTB trade unionists for exercising their right to strike. According to
the FGTB this anti-union decision

GS Facket will prepare union
manifesto

endangers the fundamental right to

Hungary

The Swedish union for forestry,

ÉFÉDOSZSZ warns: Problems

wood and graphical workers, GS

prior to the crisis persist

Facket, will focus on ensuring that

The Hungarian Association of Trade

members work under good working

Unions of Construction, Wood and

conditions, through health and safe-

Building Materials Workers

ty checks and will make sure that

(ÉFÉDOSZSZ) recognises that the

the result from the national collec-

construction sector was not heavily

tive bargaining negotiations are im-

affected by the pandemic, but adds

plemented at local level. Increasing

that there is an economic depres-

the union’s density and the density

sion that will affect the sector. In

of shop stewards and local repre-

Hungary, the government lowered

sentatives is another of the trade

the VAT for newly built houses and

union’s main priorities. During 2021,

apartments from 27% to 5% and will
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collective action, workers’ rights
and democracy. The EFBWW
showed its solidarity and fully supports its affiliate, the Centrale Générale, and the FGTB in their actions. Other main concerns in 2021
will be the negotiation of a new interprofessional agreement. The
trade union will also continue to
raise awareness about asbestos
among workers and to promote
training and digitalization.
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ACV BIE will fight for a salary increase in 2021
Who will pay
the crisis created by the Corona pandemic?
For Patrick Vandenberghe, ACV
© Sophie Nuytten

BIE president,

“the strongest shoulders should carry the heaviest load”. Vandenberghe
underlines that if we want to avoid
that it is again the workers that pay
for the crisis, we need to organize.
“Trade unions are more important
than ever. Solidarity needs to be at
the core of any response to the crisis”. ACV BIE is currently preparing
for sectoral negotiations that will
start in 2021. Priority for ACV BIE
will be an agreement that includes
more salary. This is also important in
the light of getting out of the crisis.
More income leads to more demand. Otherwise the economic crisis risks to be deeper and longer.
Vandenberghe: “Our demands are
completely opposite to the demands
reiterated by the employers in our
industry : less holidays, more flexibility, on call contracts and unlimited

Italy

January. FNV together with CNV

Italy wants to resume all

ry raise, better working conditions

construction works

for trainees and the improvement

Filca Cisl, Feneal Uil and Fillea Cgil

of working conditions (or the possi-

call upon the Italian Government to

bility to stop working) during high

restart all construction sites for new

temperatures. FNV will also focus

and suspended works. This has to be

on tackling existing problems in the

done while respecting safety and

Dutch labour market such as bogus

health measures, both to avoid

self-employment, social dumping

spreading COVID-19 infection in all

and abuse of migrant workers, by

workplaces and to prevent acci-

implementing a ConstructionID pass

dents. Another priority is strength-

and working together with ELA and

ening the 110% SuperBonus, which

the Dutch NLO. Considering that the

allows renovations, even at zero

Renovation Wave is part of the

cost, for improving the energy effi-

Green Deal and that it can give the

have set as priorities: a decent sala-

ciency of buildings in line
with what the EU proposed under the Renovation wave. The Italian
trade unions also refer to
the need to strengthen
collective bargaining, and
to encourage the active
participation of the unions
and workers to achieve the
ecological and technological transition of production
processes in factories and
construction sites.
sector a lot of opportunities, the

overtime. Spring 2021 will be hot

Netherlands

trade union will concentrate on ac-

and it will not be because of climate

FNV will focus on new collective

tion and training and for

agreement

‘rejuvenating’ the workforce.

change”.

cessing funding for further educa-

The negotiations for a new collective
agreement have been postponed
due to COVID-19, but will start in

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.
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Miscellaneous
ETUI holds conference on trade

FSC launched its Global Strategy

union strategies to organise mi-

2021-2026

grant workers in Europe

The Forest Stewardship Council

On 19 January, the European Trade

(FSC) held its High-Level Confer-

Union Institute (ETUI) will organise

ence: Launching FSC’s Global Strat-

the conference “ Trade union strate-

egy 2021-2026 – Demonstrating the

gies to organise migrant workers in

Value and Benefits of Forest Stew-

ETUI and ETUC organise confer-

Europe”. The conference will discuss

ardship. Participants discussed the

ence: Towards a new socio-

research on the recent trade unions’

way FSC connects its traditional

ecological contract

experiences and strategies in organ-

core business (certification) to new

From 3 to 5 February, ETUI and

ising migrant workers and refugees.

challenges the world is facing and

ETUC will organise the conference

The conference will also assess the

how FSC can promote innovation,

entitled “Towards a new socio-

level or preparedness of unions to

co-creation and use of technology

ecological contract”. A viable world

future flows of migration and pre-

to expand entrepreneurship and

of labour requires a new sustainabil-

carisation due to the 2020 pandemic

access to finance to accelerate busi-

ity paradigm, which involves all of its

and forthcoming economic crisis.

ness and local forest solutions.

dimensions: economic, social and

Finally, it aims to address how mi-

environmental. The event will seek

grants are contributing to trade un-

to understand the challenges before

ion renewal within the context of

us and to identify what we can do to

decreasing trade union member-

establish a new social, economic

ship. The conference is addressed to

and environmental contract. The

scholars and trade unionists. More

participants will discuss questions

info.

such as: What targets or objectives
should be set, and how might they
be reached? How can we create a
sustainable European growth model? How can we reverse the trend
towards growing inequalities? What
kind of Green New Deal is a realistic
and feasible prospect for Europe?
More info.
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EFBWW Provisional Meeting schedule 2021
13-14 January 2021

EFBWW - ETUI - Just transition workshop

Videoconference

20 January 2021

STIC project - Wood sector EWCs

Webinar

21 January 2021

RCS - Workshop

Videoconference

2-3 February 2021

DESOCO project - Thematic meeting S&H

Videoconference

8 February 2021

SD Construction - working group VET and Youth

Videoconference

9 February 2021

Joint Presidium EFBWW/BWI

Videoconference

10 February 2021

STIC Project - Building sector EWCs

Webinar

18 February 2021

SD Wood-Furniture WP

Videoconference

25 February 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

Hybrid meeting

9 March 2021

EFBWW H&S Coordination group

Hybrid meeting

22 March 2021

EFBWW EWC Steering group

Videoconference

24 March 2021

STIC Project - Cement EWCs

Webinar

25-26 March 2021

EFBWW-ETUI - Workshop Future of Work—digitalisation

Videoconference

31 March 2021

EFBWW Auditing Committee

Videoconference

7 April 2021

STIC Project - Building materials EWCs

Webinar

14 April 2021

SD Construction - Working group Employment

Videoconference

20 April 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

TBC by EESC*

28 April 2021

EFBWW Presidium

Videoconference

28 April 2021

International Workers' Memorial day

5 May 2021

SD Furniture plenary meeting

Videoconference

6 May 2021

SD Wood plenary meeting

Videoconference

25 May 2021

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting

Videoconference

1 June 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

TBC by EESC*

10 June 2021

Monitoring & enforcement project - Final conference

Videoconference*

21 June 2021

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

TBC*

June or July 2021

DESOCO project - thematic meeting VET & Youth

TBC*

* Disclaimer: Some of the calendar dates remain to be confirmed depending on the decision of the EC/EESC and the evolving COVID-19 situation. The EFBWW Secretariat continues to closely monitor the situation linked to the COVID-19 situation. The EFBWW Presidium will decide
and inform affiliates in due time on the status of meetings.
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